We report on the comprehensive systematics of nearly 400 fusion-evaporation and/or fusion-fission crosssectional data for a very large variety of systems over an energy range ∼3A to 155A MeV. Scaled by the reaction cross section and expressed as a function of the center-of-mass energy per nucleon, the fusion cross section displays a universal behavior. Within experimental errors, this behavior does not depend on system mass, mass asymmetry, or system isospin. The deduced homographic functional dependence for complete and summed complete and incomplete fusion excitation functions is derived from basic strong absorption model formulas for reaction cross sections and allows us to draw the main properties of these functions. The limiting energy for the complete fusion and the main characteristics (onset, maximum, and extinction) of the incomplete fusion excitation functions are determined. The complete fusion reaction process disappears around 6.5 MeV/nucleon and the incomplete one disappears at about 13 MeV/nucleon in the center-of-mass frame. The regularity in fusion data is particularly obvious for the evaporation-residue subset of the data ensemble. Adding the fusion-fission data component does not alter the general data trend but somewhat obscures it owing to the larger uncertainty and/or possible normalization problems. 
IF component starts by increasing. Total fusion reaction cross 51 section steadily decreases. These phenomena were studied in 52 the 1970s and 1980s, while very few fusion studies in the fusion 53 region III have been reported in the past 15 years (the current 54 interest being focused on the fusion phenomena around and 55 below the Coulomb barrier [13] ). To the best of our knowledge, 56 the systematic and comparative study of the relatively limited 57 fusion data set in region III has been carried out in two works 58 only [14, 15] . In the first one, Morgenstern et al. in 1984 [14] 59 have studied the evolution of the ratio between CF and IF + 60 CF as a function of incident velocity of the lighter partner. The 61 authors have concluded that the mass asymmetry has a strong 62 influence on the onset of incomplete fusion and on the limiting 63 energy of complete fusion. The second systematics has been 64 published by the INDRA Collaboration in 2006 [15] , reporting 65 a fusion excitation function relative to 35 fusion cross sections 66 belonging to 7 light and almost symmetric systems. 67 In this paper we present a coherent analysis of experimental 68 fusion cross sections σ fus for both complete and incomplete 69 fusion components arising from the evaporation residue or 70 from the fusion-fission processes limited to energies higher 71 than about 3A -4A MeV. Other possible reaction mechanisms 72 which may proceed by a compound nucleus formation and, 73 thus, by fusion (like ternary fission or multifragmentation) are 74 not our concern because of the lacking cross-sectional data. 75 In this work we are concerned with a unified description of 76 fusion data as a function of energy. Accordingly, we willingly 77 excluded from our analysis those reaction systems which are 78 known by their exclusive and peculiar behavior, i.e., display-79 ing oscillatory or an otherwise structured fusion excitation 80 function. That is the case of many light reaction systems and 81 especially of those reputed to form nuclear molecules, among 82 which the 12 C + 12 C, 12 C + 16 O, and 16 O + 16 O systems are 83 known to display the strongly structured (oscillatory) fusion 84 excitation functions (for a review on the fusion between the 85 the data are sorted by increasing projectile mass, and for 108 each A p value by increasing incident energy per nucleon 109 E in = E lab /nucleon and by referenced works.
110
Figure 1 displays all 346 collected fusion data listed in 111 the column 5 of Table I as a function of incident energy E in 112 (given in column 3 of Table I ). The systems are sorted out by 113 increasing mass A tot and differentiated by varied symbols and 114 a color code (online only): blue, cyan, and green symbols label 115 the lighter systems (A tot 100); pink, red, and orange symbols 116 label the heavier ones (100 A tot 200), while the heaviest 117 systems are dark red. The same symbol and color code are 118 used for a given system throughout this paper.
119
The span in the total system mass A tot ranges between 26 120 and 278, the system mass asymmetry μ =|A t −A p |/(A t +A p ) 121 from 0 to 0.886, the neutron to proton ratio N tot /Z tot from 122 1 to 1.536, while the incident energy lies between 3A and 123 155A MeV. A mere glance at 24Mg+12C  12C+27Al  16O+24Mg  20Ne+20Ne  28Si+12C  14N+27Al  16O+26Mg  18O+24Mg  16O+27Al  32S+12C  20Ne+26Mg  20Ne+27Al 20Ne+27Al  35Cl+12C  16O+32S  16O+40Ca  28Si+28Si 28Si+28Si  32S+24Mg  19F+40Ca  32S+27Al  35Cl+24Mg  12C+48Ti  23Na+40Ca  16O+48Ti  14N+52Cr  40Ar+27Al  28Si+40Ca  12C+58Ni  14N+58Ni  36Ar+KCl  12C+63Cu   40Ar+40Ca  40Ca+40Ca  58Ni+27Al  24Mg+63Cu  48Ti+45Sc  36Ar+58Ni  16O+92Mo  32S+76Ge  40Ar+68Zn  52Cr+56Fe  19F+93Nb  64Zn+48Ti  58Ni+58Ni  18O+100Mo  78Kr+40Ca  82Kr+40Ca  12C+124Sn  14N+124Sn  20Ne+124Sn  40Ar+109Ag  84Kr+65Cu  40Ar+116Sn   40Ar+121Sb  16O+146Nd  132Xe+30Si  40Ar+124Sn  14N+154Sm  14N+159Tb  16O+159Tb  20Ne+159Tb  58Ni+124Sn  20Ne+165Ho  20Ne+169Tm  12C+182W  19F+175Lu  40Ar+154Sm  14N+181Ta  16O+181Ta  40Ar+164Dy  24Mg+181Ta  40Ar+165Ho  12C+197Au  14N+197Au  16O+197Au 16O+197Au  20Ne+197Au  20Ne+209Bi  40Ar+197Au  14N+232Th  40Ar+238U FIG. 1. (Color online) Raw fusion cross sections σ fus plotted as a function of incident energy per nucleon in the laboratory reference frame E lab /nucleon = E in . The inventoried systems are distinguished among them by symbols and levels of gray (a color code online). The same symbols and the levels of gray (color code) are used throughout this paper. References to all σ fus data are given in Table I. 004600-2 TABLE I. Experimentally deduced fusion cross sections σ fus published in the literature so far. In the case when both the complete and incomplete fusion cross sections have been reported from the same measurement the complete fusion contribution is stated in the column CF. For each entry, the reference to original work, the incident energy per nucleon E in , the corresponding center-of-mass energy per nucleon E c.m. /A tot , σ fus , CF, and the σ fus normalized by the phenomenological reaction cross section σ T reac of Tripathi [24] are given.
System
Ref. 145 the coverage in E in is quite restricted to lower energies. As 146 already mentioned, Fig. 2(d) clearly displays to which extent 147 are fusion data scarce for all E in above ∼20A MeV. Finally, let 148 us comment that the atomic numbers of the reacting nuclei are 149 such that any data point is much below the compound-nucleus 150 formation limit which has been estimated (see Eq. (16) in 151 Ref. [1] ) and experimentally confirmed [23] to occur when the 152 product Z p × Z t of the projectile and target atomic charges 153 exceeds ∼2500-2700.
154
At a first glance the fusion data of Fig. 1 the formulas of Refs. [3, 104, 105] to the most recent one due 187 to Tripathi [24] for the systems and energies of Table I 
Historically the first, the Bass-formula [3] σ reac according to Shen [105] and Tripathi [24] . These two 208 TABLE II. Experimentally deduced reaction cross sections σ reac either by summing up the contribution of measured individual reaction channels (in the third column labeled "Summed") or from a measured elastic scattering and the use of optical model (labeled "OM"), whereas in one case the ratio σ fus /σ reac has been stated in the original work (labeled "Ratio"). All data given include the reference to original work, the method used in obtaining σ reac , the incident energy per nucleon E in , and the σ reac .
System
Ref infer from the histograms of Fig. 3(c) , which represent the justified later on.
217
The global features of the ratios of experimental and model for reaction cross section [24] . Note that σ T reac depends on the 237 root-mean-square charge radii of nuclei for which we used the 238 tabulated values of Ref. [109] . The analysis of the subset of 48 239 reaction systems with a total of 238 fusion-evaporation cross 240 sections and which has been published in the recent paper [21] 241 has been carried out with the Shen formula [105] . An interested 242 reader may consult it to become aware to which extent these 243 two normalizations give much the same results. As expected, the renormalization of σ fus results in a strongly 250 reduced number of spread-out fusion data points. The arclike 251 feature of the majority of the fusion data is clearly visible 252 involving all color codes, i.e., the full range of A tot . Note 253 a massive pileup of points for E in < 10A MeV that is 254 made visible by zooming on low-A tot data subsets, shown 255 in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). One should bear in mind, however, that 256 this presentation compresses the width of the arc and a zoom 257 on E in = 0-50A MeV would reveal a real width of that arclike 258 zone. 15% (see also the inset in Fig. 8) . A large portion of these 283 points is coming from fusion-fission contribution which has 284 some additional inherent uncertainty, which is discussed later. The meaning of the symbols and levels of gray (colors online) may be inferred from Fig. 1 . A light-gray band for E c.m. /A tot < 1.06 MeV/nucleon delimits a portion of the data set which is of no particular relevance in the present study because we focus on fusion region III and fusion disappearance. For the discussion on the groups of data labeled by 1 20 Ne, and 40 Ar projectiles of energies up to 49A MeV 315 that impinge on the 124 Sn target, i.e., systems with comparable 316 A tot and μ and with partially overlapping E c.m. /A tot . The 317 data of these two measurements at E in = 35A and 30A MeV, 318 respectively, do not differ by more than about a factor two 319 (cf. in Table I ) but their trends with the increase of energy are 320 substantially different. In the latter case the evaporation fusion 321 component has been measured only, whereas by systematics a 322 Ref. [89] .
329
The data of group 2 suggests persistence of fusion beyond 330 the measured energies. In a recent work [110] we have shown [99] ) have a so 349 large error that the 3σ uncertainty includes these points into the 350 main systematics (cf. in Fig. 8 ). These 22 points represent less 351 than 6% of the ensemble of the σ fus data presented in this work. 352 A careful examination of the original works does not allow us 353 to identify a possible deficiency or inadequacy in the design 354 or in the accomplishment of these experiments. However, a 355 scrutiny of Table I evidences in some cases large discrepancies 356 in the reported results. The extreme example is at E in = 30A 357 MeV of the Si + Si system where two measurements [51, 53] 358 differ by a factor of 9.2. For this, the most abundantly measured 359 among the studied fusion systems (5 measurements with 22 360 σ fus data [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] ), a large discrepancy of a factor 1.6 also 361 exists between yields at E in = 19.7A [51] and 20A MeV [53] . 362 These examples show that similar errors in the absolute cross 363 sections may be present in the above discussed cases. Let us 364 also remember that at these relatively high energies fusion is 365 in competition with deep inelastic processes. At the time of 366 these experiments the knowledge on the deep inelastic process 367 has been far less complete. One knows today that it is rather 368 hard to disentangle the contribution of fusionlike mechanisms 369 from that of damped nonthermalized processes involving large 370 momentum transfer of noncoincident measurements, such as 371 those applied at that time. This may be at the origin of the 372 observed departure of at least some of the above results from 373 the general feature of the fusion data. Finally, we note that in 374 their study of the fusion excitation function for 54 individual 375 fusion reactions in the σ fus vs 1/E c.m. representation Giordano 376 et al. [9] have achieved very satisfactory fit to all reactions 377 over the whole available data set except for the portion of the 378 14 N + 12 C [25, 26] data with E c.m. /A tot > 1.8 MeV/nucleon 379 (cf. in Fig. 1 of Ref. [9] ), i.e., for the same points of the 380 reaction we are discussing about.
381

IV. UNIVERSAL FUSION EXCITATION FUNCTION
382
A. Global fusion data
383
In the previous section we have discussed the departure of a 384 few renormalized and energy scaled fusion data of Fig. 7 from 385 the global behavior of the data. Assuming that this discussion 386 relies on solid grounds it is justified to attempt fitting the 387 ensemble of the σ N fus data (values reported in the last column 388 in Table I ) by allowing the fit procedure to iteratively exclude 389 those data points which are outside the best fit result by more 390 than three times the corresponding experimental error bar. According to the strong absorption model both σ fus and σ reac 392 may be approximated by the same functional form energy E while the radius R and the potential depth V 395 may be considered constants for a given system (see, e.g.,
396
Refs. [1, 24, 113] 
where a i and b i (i = 1,2) are constants. Equation (3) is 399 equivalent to a homographic function in energy f (x) which 400 we take to be our probe function
with x = E c.m. /A tot and where a, b, and c are fit parameters.
402
The fit was carried out with the MINUIT package of the CERN Table I 417 is displayed by a histogram (inset in Fig. 8 ).
418
The obtained fit is rather stable with small uncertainty on the 419 fit parameters (see the narrow orange band around the best-fit 420 curve in Fig. 8 ). One infers from it and from Table IV that   421 the fusion process is extinct at the (system) available energy 422 E c.m. /A tot = 13.3 ± 0.9 MeV/nucleon. 2 When no energy cut is applied to the data the energy of fusion disappearance is at E c.m. /A tot = 13.2 ± 0.5 MeV/nucleon. Strictly the same result is obtained when Shen's value [105] instead of Tripathi's value [24] for σ reac is taken for the σ fus normalization and B. Evaporation residue data 424 As it was stated above, we focus on incident energies 425 several times higher than the fusion barrier. At these ener-426 gies a formed compound nucleus may decay not only by 427 evaporation, giving rise to an evaporation residue, but also 428 via fissioning. In the experimental extraction of σ fus values 429 at these energies the main difficulty is in disentangling the 430 contribution of a genuine fusion process from the competing 431 reaction mechanisms, chiefly from damped collisions which 432 lead to a fission without the formation of a compound 433 nucleus [114, 115] . Such a scenario is highly probable for 434 heavier systems although the mass asymmetry plays a certain 435 role too. Even with a high-performance detection apparatus 436 it is sometimes impossible to distinguish fragments arising 437 from these two reaction mechanisms. For instance, fragments 438 of a fusion-fission process subjected to a small momentum 439 transfer may be contaminated by the targetlike fragments 440 of damped reactions being exposed to a similar momentum 441 transfer.
442
By restricting the analysis to the experiments claiming the 443 absence of fission in their yields, the cross-sectional data drops 444 from 382 to 274 or to 238 out of 346 data values listed in 445 columns 5 and 7 of Table I and shown in previous figures. The 446 difference between these numbers comes from the 36 CF data 447 points of column 6 of Table I . These fusion-evaporation points 448 of Fig. 7 are displayed in Fig. 9 . The existence of the arclike 449 structure in the fusion-evaporation data in the σ N fus vs E c.m. /A tot 450 representation is now rendered irrefutable with a mere handful 451 of points outside the global data trend. The number of fusion-452 evaporation points belonging to the fusion region III, i.e., with 453 E c.m. /A tot > 1.0 MeV/nucleon is 181.
454
The above fitting strategy applied to this set of evaporation-455 residue data with the same probe function (4) gives almost 456 exactly the same result as the fit over the full fusion-data set. 457 This may be inferred from the values of the fit coefficients of 458 the corresponding rows in Table IV : The best fit curve of Fig. 8 459 (thin dashed black curve in Fig. 9 ) is almost identical to the 460 one fitting the evaporation-residue data (full thick red curve in 461 Fig. 9 ). The uncertainty on fitting coefficients is slightly higher 462 (see the orange band around the best fit curve in Fig. 9 ) so that 463 the predicted energy for the fusion extinction is E c.m. /A tot = 464 13.35 ± 0.75 MeV/nucleon. 
C. Complete fusion data
466
Among the experiments listed in our systematics only 12 467 have explicitly been designed to measure both complete and 468 incomplete fusion components (see the CF column of Table I ). 469 the same within the stated error in the case of a normalization using the σ reac due to Kox [104] . 3 A fit without restricting the data to the fusion region III gives E c.m. /A tot = 13.2 ± 0.7 MeV/nucleon. A fit to the same data using the Shen [105] formula for σ reac for the normalization purpose results in fusion disappearance at E c.m. /A tot = 13.2 ± 0.6 MeV/nucleon [21] . The values of thus deduced fit parameters may be found in 14N+12C  20Ne+16O  24Mg+12C  12C+27Al  16O+24Mg  20Ne+20Ne  28Si+12C  14N+27Al  16O+26Mg  18O+24Mg  16O+27Al  32S+12C  20Ne+26Mg  20Ne+27Al 20Ne+27Al  35Cl+12C  16O+32S  16O+40Ca  28Si+28Si 28Si+28Si  32S+24Mg  19F+40Ca  32S+27Al  35Cl+24Mg   12C+48Ti  23Na+40Ca  16O+48Ti  14N+52Cr  40Ar+27Al  28Si+40Ca  12C+58Ni  14N+58Ni  36Ar+KCl  12C+63Cu  40Ar+40Ca  40Ca+40Ca  58Ni+27Al  24Mg+63Cu  48Ti+45Sc  36Ar+58Ni  16O+92Mo  52Cr+56Fe  19F+93Nb  64Zn+48Ti  58Ni+58Ni  18O+100Mo  12C+124Sn  14N+124Sn in Refs. [3, 17] ). As was mentioned in Sec. I and owing to Table IV and a (violet) 497 full curve in both the inset and the main panel in Fig. 10 . The 498 break of the slope delimiting the fusion regions II and III occurs 499 at E c.m. /A tot = 1.06 ± 0.06 MeV/nucleon independently of 500 the system studied. The uncertainty on regions II and III 501 limiting energy is inferred from the errors attributed to the 502 fit parameters, which are represented by the (light-violet) 503 zone around the fit curve. The falling branch of the fusion 504 region III at 1/(E c.m. /A tot ) < 0.945 ± 0.050, i.e., the CF data 505 for E c.m. /A tot > 1.06 ± 0.06 MeV/nucleon, is the portion 506 of the data relevant to the fusion disappearance and is our 507 particular interest. This fact is emphasized in Figs. 7-9 by the 508 light-gray zone.
509
In the main panel in Fig. 10 are plotted only the 50 CF 510 points belonging to the region III of fusion. Data of the 511 same experiments discussed in the case of incomplete fusion 512 results belonging to group 1 in Fig. 7, namely 3 [41] , are again outside the general data trend. 515 Thus, they are labeled by lighter colors of the symbols. 516 The best-fit homographic function decreases rapidly as a 517 function of E c.m. /A tot and crosses the abscissa axis at around 518 6 MeV/nucleon. In contrast to the fit of the global fusion data 519 errors on the fit parameters are now much larger and one may 520 infer that the complete fusion reaction process disappears at 521 004600-16 and as a function of the inverse of the same energy (inset) from those measurements which have reported data on both complete and incomplete fusion. The full (violet) curve in the inset and the main panel is due to the best fit of the complete fusion data by the homographic function (4) in the falling (third) region of fusion cross section. The (dark green) dash-dotted curve in inset is due to the same kind of fit to the stagnating (second) region of fusion cross section. The background band around the best fit curve in the main panel and in the inset is due to the errors on the fit parameters provided by the code used [111] . The (red) dashed curve is from Fig. 8 and it represents the best-fit homographic function of the normalized fusion cross sections of Fig. 7 . The (blue) dotted curve is the difference of both. Those data points which survived the rejection through the iterative fitting procedure are made visible by the thin dark-gray circles drawn over them. E c.m. /A tot = 6.6 ± 1.0 MeV/nucleon. 4 For the CF reaction 522 mechanism, the center-of-mass energy and the excitation 523 energy are equivalent. Thus, the energy limit of about 6.5 ± Clearly, more σ fus data are needed.
530
4 Fit curves without restriction to fusion region III give for the energy of complete fusion disappearance E c.m. /A tot = 6.2 +1.3 −1.0 MeV/nucleon, whereas under the same conditions for cut in energy but for evaporation residue data [21] a normalization by the Shen formula [105] gives exactly the same result with a slight difference on the lower uncertainty: E c.m. /A tot = 6.2
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
531
In this work we report on the excitation function of the 532 published fusion cross section at incident energies higher 533 than about 3A -4A MeV. This scrutiny resulted in 382 534 fusion-evaporation and/or fusion-fission cross-sectional data 535 points belonging to 81 different systems from works published 536 between 1972 and 2011. The accumulated data span over a 537 large range in system mass, mass asymmetry, and neutron-to-538 proton content. In these four decades experimental techniques 539 and related uncertainties in data collection have evolved 540 considerably from (i) use of mica for charged particle tracking 541 over (ii) coincident E − E telescope technique for detecting 542 charge of reaction products, (iii) time-of-flight approach 543 providing mass of reaction products, and/or (iv) in-beam γ -544 spectroscopy technique allowing identification of non-ground-545 state reaction products to (v) modern multidetector arrays 546 providing event-by-event reconstruction of charged reaction 547 products. In spite of the unequal accuracy of existing fusion 548 data, our analysis allowed deeper insight into the evolution of 549 the underlying reaction mechanisms as a function of entrance 550 channel parameters. Normalized by the reaction cross section 551 and plotted as a function of center-of-mass energy per nucleon, 552 the fusion cross section allows us to draw a rather universal 553 homographic law for its dependence on energy. The universal 554 feature of thus scaled fusion data becomes especially clear 555 when one ignores the experimental data of the somewhat 556 more uncertain fission-to-fusion contribution. The fusion data 557 restricted to the evaporation-residue contribution do not alter, 558 however, the parameters of the best-fit homographic function. 559 The dashed (red) curve in Fig. 10 is in fact the best-fit func-560 tion from Fig. 8 . It represents the sum of the CF and incomplete 561 fusion (IF) components for the scaled-axes presentation of the 562 fusion region III data, i.e., of those σ fus /σ T reac points (column 7 563 of Table I ) for which the corresponding energy E c.m. /A tot 564 (column 4 of Table I ) is larger than 1.0 MeV/nucleon. 565 Dissociating the complete and incomplete fusion cross sec-566 tions allows us to provide fairly accurate energy limits 567 characterizing these two mechanisms. Indeed, the CF and 568 CF + IF fusion excitation functions impart that the complete 569 fusion reaction mechanism disappears at E c.m. /A tot = 6.6 ± 570 1.0 MeV/nucleon, whereas the incomplete fusion vanishes at 571 E c.m. /A tot = 13.3 ± 0.9 MeV/nucleon. For mass symmetric 572 systems the above values convert into incident energy of about 573 26A and 53A MeV, respectively. The difference of the dashed 574 CF + IF fit curve and the full CF fit curve allows us to infer 575 the excitation function of the IF component, shown in Fig. 10 576 by the dotted curve. These curves provide a measure of the 577 average contribution of the CF and IF components in (total) 578 reaction cross section and of their evolution with the system 579 available energy E c.m. /A tot .
580
From these results one can, in particular, conclude the 581 following: corroborate that the lack of nuclear stopping power is at the 615 origin of the fusion disappearance.
616
Let us finally remind that a single measurement has been 617 carried out at incident energies higher than 100A MeV [89] .
618
The authors report that (incomplete) fusion of heavy asym- the evolution of heavy-ion reaction mechanism from fusion to 629 the one dominated by reaction geometry.
630
To summarize, the systematics and analysis of fusion cross 631 section data above the reaction threshold region allowed us to 632 infer the following:
633
(1) A universal homographic law derived from the basic 634 nuclear reaction formula describing fusion excitation 635 functions. It does not depend on the characteristics of 636 the reaction system-its size, mass asymmetry, and 637 isospin. Such a result may be used as a stringent test 638 for reaction models.
639
(2) The same functional dependence is valid for complete 640 (CF) and incomplete (IF) evaporation fusion data. 
